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Deloitte`s Global and Hungarian SSC Surveys complement each
other where both HQs and service centers have been assessed

To give a snapshot of current
status and challenges of shared
service centers

Hungarian SSC Survey 2017
•
27 business centers and
outsource providers asked
operating in Hungary
•
employing approximately 19,000
people
•
33% with countryside operations
•
In-depth interviews performed
•
Most of the respondents were
global organizations
•
Wide range of service centers
interviewed
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To focus on insights and trends
related to the growth and
OBJECTIVES
evolution of the Hungarian shared
services industry

Global SSC Survey 2017
•
Attracted 333 respondents
from a wide variety of industries
•
Represents organizations
headquartered in 37 countries
operating 1.100 business centers
•
Was conducted via an online
questionnaire
•
The average number of SSCs per
company is 3.4
•
Most of the respondents
were global organizations
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Industry-level challenges and opportunities require actions
leading to shared services sector trends

HR

Services and
Infrastructure

Leadership
&
Management

Clients

Education/
Skills

These challenges lead to 9 prevailing trends in the Hungarian shared service
sector that will shape the future strategy, operation and organization of
Hungarian business centers
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Most companies have started to focus on a more concentrated
coordination among centers thus moving towards new means of
business service governance

Expanding shared services portfolio
Significant influence on the business results
Knowledge sharing and leveraging potential
synergies

Primary business model drivers

19%,

Emerging
centralized
governance with
functional focus

Function-based decision making and efficiency
targets
Teams scattered throughout various locations
Atypical leadership and organizational methods
Challenging to sustain employee engagement
Openness and flexibility, both global and local,
are key to success

81%,
function
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market/country
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Hungary has become an attractive and profitable location for
transferring complex, high-value add activities from the different
markets

Deteriorating labor arbitrage of Hungary
Highly qualified professionals grown up with servicefocused capabilities
Cost of highly qualified people is still relatively low
Improved credibility through proven track records

How do you expect your organization to change
the complexity of Shared Services in the next
three to five years?

Focus on complex
activities to create
insight and high
value for the
business
SSC is to support commercial areas and
global leadership in decision-making
Added value and significance of shared
services are augmenting rapidly
Complex tasks provide an added incentive to
employees allowing for professional
development

Increrase significantly
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Increrase somewhat
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The exponential evolution of technology is transforming how
businesses operate

Revision of current practices in order to
maintain competitive advantage
RPA* tools increase business effectiveness
and speed up services while lowering
costs
RPA results may be achieved within as
little as a few weeks

High-end
automation with
the help of
robots

Business centers are pioneers in robotizing
Robotic Process Automation initiative

Majority of the respondents are planning
to explore or have been actively exploring
RPA opportunities
Companies expect a cost reduction and
FTE savings as well as quality
improvement
Further advantages of robotics are the
ability to move the center up in the value
chain
*RPA – Robotic Process Automation
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Finding talent has moved far beyond traditional recruiting to
encompass the broader scope of talent acquisition

Talented and skilled people are in great demand on the
Hungarian market
New career models and corporate behavior are expected
Finding talent has moved far beyond traditional recruiting
Candidates find the employer and not the reverse

Employer branding activities

Employer branding tools

Employer
branding…the
key to managing
recruitment and
retention
challenges
Attracting and retaining resources
is no longer simply HR
responsibility
Creating an attractive employer
brand involves a complex
combination of forces
An attractive employer brand also
contributes to employee retention
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New companies establish their centers in Hungary while the ones
with existing operation in Hungary are also planning for
significant growth

SSCs as the most dynamically growing employers
Migration of new processes and markets
New acquisitions and mergers

Further expansion
of the shared
service sector

Are you planning expansion in the near future?
83% plan to expand shared service operation
in Hungary
17% plan expansion in the countryside
Vast majority of leaders would choose again
Hungary as a location
Collaborative approach of the government,
local governments and educational
institutions is required
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Shared service centers define themselves globally both for
recruitment and operational purposes and are expanding their
geographical coverage across the globe

Most companies are regional or global
organisations
Global presence offers plenty of opportunities:
•

enhanced labor supply

•

knowledge sharing

•

cost savings

Do you have business
service operation in
multiple
locations in the region?

Going international
to leverage
recruitment and
operational benefits

Hiring from the international labor market
International job opportunities to employees
Future trend in CE is the creation of regional
business centers
SSCs acquire process efficiencies while
reducing costs and maintaining high quality
work
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Successful SSCs will provide ample and diversified opportunities
for a diverse workforce in order to satisfy their current and future
professional requirements

Stressed labor markets
Build upon a diverse workforce including 50+,
disabled employees, young mothers, new
generations

Developing the
future workplace

Changed expectations of new employee groups

Are there virtual
teams in your
organization?

Transform the office into a friendly and
motivating environment
Changed management style i.e. ‘Focus on
delivery’
Atypical work management tools such as
agile workplace, 168-hour concept, virtual
teams
Green spaces, sporting opportunities,
community events, CSR opportunities
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SSCs are intrigued by the presence of the Millennials representing an
increasing share of the workforce with high expectations and often
different values than the previous generations

Average age of employees around 30
Millennials have a dominant presence in SSCs
Typical expectations of Millennials
•
•
•
•

work in an attractive environment
always be professionally challenged
quick career opportunities
make an impact

How long
would you stay
with your
present
employer?

Millennials:
Challenges of a
new generation

Engaging the Millennial generation from an
early phase, in higher education
Ample training programs
Create flexible talent solutions
Clear career paths to show perspective
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Complex, high value-add processes and customer based approaches
require highly qualified employees with in-depth business knowledge

Challenging to find potential employees with
‘ready-made’ technical and soft skills
Communication skills and business
partnering are highly valued capabilities
Few candidates with appropriate language
skills

Do you have any
collaboration with
educational
institutions?

Develop,
educate and
train

Employees with alternative qualifications
Specific training packages including language
Coaching and mentoring
Collaboration w/ higher education
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9 prevailing trends in the shared service sector that will shape the
future strategy, operation and organization of Hungarian business
centers
1. Emerging centralized
governance with functional focus
2. Focus on complex
activities to create
insight and high value
for the business

9.Develop, educate, train

8.Millennials:
Challenges of a
new generation

7.Developing the
workplace of the
future

6.Going international
to leverage
recruitment and
operational benefits
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Shared
Service
Trends

3. High-end
automation with
the help of robots

4.Talent acquisition
and employer branding
… the key to managing
recruitment and
retention challenges

5.Further expansion of the
shared service sector
13

Q&A
© 2017 Deloitte Hungary
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Building a successful SSC in Hungary
Chris Wilson, MD IT Services HUNGARY kft
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MORE THAN

100

SHARED Service Centres

40employees
000

20%

GROWTH
IN THE LAST
4 YEARS

Shared service cEntres
THE MOST DYNAMICALLY GROWING SECTOR IN HUNGARY

COST

WHY?

GROWTH

GLOBAL
PRESENCE

LOCATION

HOW?

EDUCATION

Government Support

2006
BUD

2009
DEB SZEG

2009 two informatics
specializations@
Unideb
FTE

405

1685
Establishm
ent of IT
R&D

Investment for job
creation

2006
BUD

2012
DEB

SZEG

PÉCS

2011 Affiliated
Department of ICT
Systems Operation @
Unideb

2009 two informatics
specializations@
Unideb

FTE

405

Investment for job
creation

Establishme
nt of IT R&D

3137

2006
BUD

DEB

2017

HighER value added
SERVICES

SZEG

FTE

PÉCS

2011 Affiliated Department
of ICT Systems Operation
@ Unideb

4623

Girls in ITC
programme
ITSH Faculty @ PTE

2009 two informatics
specializations@ Unideb

ITSH Start
Programme
Establishment
of IT R&D

405

Investment for job
creation

Dual education @ PTE

Expansion of ITSH
Countryside

Expansion of ITSH
Service Centers

2006

2017

What’s
next?

4623

2027

HighER value added
SERVICES

Homeworking
Satellite Offices
Innovation-driven Education

FTE

Research & Development
E2E SOLUTIONS

2006

2017

2027

CHALLENGES
4623
ENGAGING the MILLENIALS

SUPPORTING DIGITIZATION

Keeping up with demand

Reacting to global Economics
FTE

QUESTIONS
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THANK YOU!
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Business services leadership –
secrets of influencing the
business and customers
Nick Prangnell, European GBS Consulting Lead, Deloitte UK

Introduction
Topics for our session

01

Evolution of GBS organisations
• Operating models
• Locations and transition

02

GBS lessons & techniques
• Eight Golden Levers for improvement
• The Four Faces of a GBS Leader
• Partnering with the Business
• Branding

03

Remaining Q&A
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Evolution of GBS
organisations?
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Evolution of GBS organisations
From being a “cost arbitrage” centre to a “strategic partner”
organisation, providing better and newer services

NEWER

BETTER

FASTER

CHEAPER
Perform an existing service/
process at lower cost,
retaining same quality and
delivery time

Protect and
maximize margin
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Perform an existing service /
process better without
increasing cost and delivery
time

Perform an existing service /
process faster without
increasing the cost and
delivery time

Capture value from
global processes
•
•
•
•

Develop new services /
processes and capabilities
which have transformed the
organization

Fuel
growth

•
•
•

• New services
• CoEs (e.g.
Analytics)
• Global Talent

Operational Productivity (Do it faster)
Quality (Do it better)
Consistency (Do it globally)

Cost Arbitrage (Do it cheaper)
Penetration (Do more of the same thing)
Coverage (Cover more functional areas)
Range (Serve more business units / geographies)
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Evolution of GBS organisations
Many models, but clear developments for value
1995

Today

Future

Functional Scope

Back Office
Transactional

Transactional,
Value Add &
Business Services

Corporate
Operations & True
End-to-End

Location

Onshore
Near Shore

Multi Shore &
Near Shoring

New World
& Digital
Workforce

Ownership &
Sourcing

Captive

Multi Source

Ecosystems

Sporadic

Mandatory & New
Technologies

Core Capability &
Cognitive
Acceleration

Innovation &
Continuous
Improvement
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GBS lessons &
techniques
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8 ‘Golden Levers’ for a services leader

01

Eliminate

02

Simplify

03

Automate

04

Standardise

…transactions, advisory, implementation and controls

05

Consolidate

…roles and oversight together

06

Right-shore

...to optimise locations & capability centres

07

Right-source

…to/from providers based on performance,
regulation, capability & client needs

08

Continuously improve
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…transactions, reports, urgency

…value mapping, materiality

…manual tasks, multi-screens, formatting, checking

…culture enabling mood boards, selfmanaged teams, huddles, cognitive
learning..
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The Four Faces of a GBS Leader
Key roles and expectations for inspiring confidence and making a
difference
Innovator
Relentless pursuit of
improvement: exploiting
technologies, collaboration,
talent & operational
techniques.

Leading Edge

Strategist
Provide leadership for GBS
and be a business partner &
peer, effective as an enabler
& informer for strategic
fulfillment

Threshold
Performance

GBS

Manager
Balance capabilities, costs
and service levels to fulfill the
organisation’s responsibilities
efficiently & effectively.
© 2017 Deloitte MCS Limited

Catalyst
Stimulate behaviours across
the organisation, inspiring
people and the business for
value delivery.
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Partnering with the business
Viewpoints from business leaders
No one has ever
asked me before
He would go to significant
effort to explain in simple
terms the impact

Attitude
..suck the experience, this is
down to the individual, they
need to take responsibility for
that

Being the Function challenge –
rigour, conscience & holding to
account

They could do a lot more of
locking in group strategy

We are really looking for you to
trust us, we are experienced
leaders

..prepared to make an informed
decision when faced with less
than half the facts
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Partnering with the Business
Practical steps to get closer to the business and inspire

8. Check in,
don’t check out!

1. Understand
the business

2. Be physical
proximity

7. Deliver &
be pro-active

How close are you to
your business?
What would improve
your relationships?
3. Engage
with
confidence

6. Critically
self-review

5. Challenge
& bring insight
© 2017 Deloitte MCS Limited

4. Ask, listen &
probe
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Making the difference
Lessons from a global brand

Three part recipe to deliver results
1. Run GBS like a brand
2. Make it a cool career
3. Build it to lead change

Extraordinary brands create value for customers and businesses

Two key measures of value:
1. Operational
2. Strategic

© 2017 Deloitte MCS Limited
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Making the difference
Are you running it like a brand?

Is it cool?

Do people want to be part of it?

Does it create value?
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Your further
questions?
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Tax Firm of the Year in Central Europe 2012-2016
Transfer Pricing Advisory Firm of the Year in Europe 2016
International Tax Review European Tax Awards

Deloitte VATTech - Hungary

deloitte-afatech.hu

Headline Verdana Bold
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taxCube
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Bejelentkezési felület
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taxCube

Short description
TaxCubeTM is a dedicated IT solution designed for complex management and automation of ongoing
Hungarian VAT compliance processes. TaxCubeTM is able to prepare the VAT returns along with the domestic
sales and purchase listings and Intra-Community sales and purchase listings automatically based on the
data extracted from the Company’s ERP systems.

Key value propositions
• Automated generation of VAT returns in an increasingly administrative legislative environment.
• Flexible configuration of the software tailored to our clients’ ERPs’, no interruption in any of the current
ERP processes.
• Centralized and structured availability of all relevant VAT data.
• Various built-in checks (e.g. VIES validation, exchange rate validation)

Regional landscape
The taxCube software was developed on regional level to benefit from the relevant IT knowledge and
expertise of the Deloitte member firms. Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia have also implemented taxCube
solution.
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PartnerScan
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PartnerScan

Short description
Taxpayers in Hungary are required to conduct regular review with respect to their business partners.
PartnerScan is a tool developed by Deloitte that assists our clients in carrying out such review in an
automated way and supports the deductibility of the input VAT incurred on the invoices received by our
clients.

Key value propositions
•
•
•
•

Regular, automated examination of business partners’ potential risks.
Weighted results based on tax authority guidelines and professional experience of Deloitte’s experts.
Transparent, customized report. Examination of your business partners in 18 ways.
Automation tailored to our clients’ business.

Regional landscape
DT Czech Republic has a very similar tool with the same aim.
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Central and Eastern Europe Tax Firm of the Year 2012-2016
European Transfer Pricing Firm of the Year 2016
International Tax Review European Tax Awards

The best legal team in tax law 2016
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